LOSE CONTROL (radio edit)

Artist: Hedley
Album: Hello (Deluxe)
Level: Intermediate/Pop
Available for download on iTunes

September 2016
Choreo: Darolyn Pchajek, Darolyn@daretoclog.com
147 Charing Cross Cres., Winnipeg, MB R2N 1N6 Canada

Wait 16 beats

PART A
Sam CLAM
Stomp Double
Triple

PART B
Kicking Vine
Vine Rock Slur
Long Snake in the Grass
Kicking Vine
Vine Rock Slur
Triple Brush Forward
Slur it Back

CHORUS
Coalmine (option: turn ½ left)
2 Burton Switches
Morris Step
Repeat all steps (with option: to front)

INSTRUMENTAL
Clamato (turn ½ right)
2 Hard Steps
Repeat both steps to front

PART B*
Simone Travel (turn ½ left)
Long Snake in the Grass
Simone Travel (turn ½ left)
Triple Brush Forward
Slur it Back

CHORUS
Coalmine (option: turn ½ left)
2 Burton Switches
Morris Step
Repeat all steps (with option: to front)

PART A*
MJ
Rock Pivot & a Basic (turn ½ left)
Triple
Sam CLAM
Stomp Double Pause Turn (turn ½ left)

CHORUS*
Coalmine (no turn)
2 Burton Switches
Morris Step